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ABSTRACT
Image compression enables images for easier data storage and data transmission. One
ofnewest technique used in compressing image is wavelet transform. Wavelet widely
used in application such as medical imaging, internet imaging, scanning and printing,
mobile and digital cameras. Wavelets are new filter that can keep the information in
both time domain and frequency domain. The special about wavelet filter is that the
window can be varied by changing the frequency. The objective of the project is to
create a simulation model to investigate image compression using wavelets. The
investigation will makes comparative study by applying different types of wavelet
techniques on different types of images. The MATLAB software is used in doing
simulation. As necessary background to do the project, basic concept of image
processing, wavelet theory, image compression, and information theory are learned
and discussed. The simulation will use several types of wavelets families including
Haar, Daubachies, Symlet, Coiflet and Biorthogonal Spline wavelets. The papers will
analyze and examine the effect of difference wavelet families, filter order, filter
length, decomposition level and image content and quantizer type in compressing
image. After doing numerous comparisons of wavelet effects on all test images, the
results of the simulation shows that Daubachies wavelets family is having the most
outstanding performance compared to other wavelet families. Hence, Daubachies is
thebestfilter to usein doing wavelet image compression.
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1.1 Background of study
Digital imaging has significant contributions to industrial application and scientific
applications. Uncompressed images require big amount of memory and storage.
Compression allows easier storage and transmission of digital images. Many
techniques can be usedto compress digital images. Before wavelet transform, popular
technique used in image compression are Discreet Cosine Transform (DCT) and
Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT). Wavelet transform is newtechnique replacing
Short Time Fourier Transform and Discreet Cosine Transform because it is proven
better in image compression. Wavelets widely used in applications such as medical
imaging, internet imaging, scanning andprinting, mobile anddigital cameras.
1.2 Problem Statement
The primary concern of this project is to conduct research in wavelets and simulate
the performance of wavelet image compressions ondifferent test images. Knowledge
of basic image processing and wavelet theory is studied first before starting
programming. Hie research will emphasize on the wavelet theory such as filter bank,
discreet wavelet transform, image representation and analysis of the performance of
image compression usingwavelet basedon different typeof families.
1.3 Significant of the project
JPEG2000 is the standard used to compress all still images. The wavelet transform
technique is found to be the most comprehensive technique for the image
compression. Engineers and researchers especially in signal processing area are doing
numerous researches to find the most suitable wavelet family to use. Hopefully, the
project will help the engineers in the field of image compression improving their
research.
1.4 Objective and scope of study
The aim ofthe project:
• Create a simulation model to investigate wavelet compression.
• Applydifferentwavelettechniqueson differentimages.
• Measurethe performance using differentwavelet technique.
• Collect and analyze the results on these different techniques on different
image.
The scopeofstudy will consist of 5 main components:
• Image processing - Understand basic theory of image processing-image
sampling, imagerepresentation and color image
• Wavelet theory - Understand the multi resolution analysis, wavelet discreet
transform inone dimensional andtwo dimensional and mathematical concept.
• Image Compression - study basic of data compression such as information
theory, entropy, Run length coding, Huffman coding, Arithmetic coding and
scalar quantization.
• Simulation on software - Software that will be used in programming is
MATLAB version 7. Student need to studythe imageprocessing toolbox and
wavelet toolbox.
• No hardware implementation - The image compression algorithm will be
simulated on software only. No hardware implementation using FPGA or
VLSI.
• Test images that will be used through out theproject are the standard images
publicly available images usedin image compression research.
1.5 Feasibility of the Project within the Scope and Time frame
The Final Year projects are divided into two main parts. The First part consists of
literature review and the familiarization with MATLAB software. The second part is
the programming modeling and simulation. For this semester, the programming will
cover some of JPEG-2000 architecture such as wavelet transform, quantization and
entropy. Data collection is the last step in evaluating the performance of wavelet
family. Literature will cover5 areas suchas basic image processing, wavelets theory,
wavelet image compression and imageproperties.
Table 1 : FYP Semester 1 Gantt Chart










Wavelet Filter Bank X X
4. Programming X X X
5. Simulate Programming X X X
Table 2: FYP Semester 2 Gantt Chart
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Level 1 X X X X X
Level 2 X X X X X






LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORIES
2.1 Image Processing Overview
Digital images are created from continuous image. The process of converting the
continuous image to digital form is done by the analog to digital converter (ADC).
ADC process consists of sampling and quantization. Sampling is digitizing the pixel
of image in coordinate form. Quantizing is the process of rounding off values to
nearest integer. The result of sampling and quantizing are shown in figure 1. Figure 1
shows that coordinate ofpixel values are arranged in matrix. The image is taken from
Digital Image Processing 2nd edition text book [8].
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Figure 1 : Image arranged in matrix.
The digital image is a representation of 2-D array of continuous image in discreet
sample. The values of the array are the function of intensity or brightness. The
intensity ranges from 0 to 255 for 8-bit quantization. 0 is black and 255 is white [8].
Digital image processing is simple. As image is a matrix of pixel values, the image
processing is simply done by matrix manipulation and matrix calculation. MATLAB
is software that uses matrix approach to solve image manipulation. In MATLAB, 4
types of images are supported including index images, intensity images, binary
images and RGB Images. MATLAB basically stores digital images in 2- D matrix
form. Each element in the matrix consists of intensity or grey levels values. Grey
levels values ranges from 0 to 255 for 8-bit quantization. Quantization levels are
commonly referredto as grey levels. 8 bit quantization has 256 possible grey levels .2
bit quantization is a binary image [1].
2.2 JPEG2000 Architecture
JPEG-2000 is a standard used to compress digital images using wavelet
transformation. JPEG-2000 process consist of 2 main part called encoder and decoder
as shown in figure 2. The block diagram is taken from wavelet-based image
compression paper [3]. For encoder part, the process starts with the source images are
partitioned into rectangular non-overlapping region. Then the tiled component is
decomposed into several sub bands. The decomposition process is done using the
forward discreet wavelet transform (DWT). After that, all decomposition coefficients
are quantized to reduce the number of grey levels to represent the images. Lastly, the
quantized coefficients are reduced in bits to represent the image. The reduction
process is called entropy coding. For the decoder part, the process is simply the













Figure 2 : JPEG2000 Block diagram
2.3 Multi-resolution analysis (MRA) properties
Wavelet decomposition can be expressed as afunction ofthe wavelet basis{yy k(t)\.
The wavelet basis {y/jJc (f)} decompose the function space of i2 into adirect sum of
orthogonal subspaces Wj and Vj [3, 4]. For a resolution level j, a wavelet transform
performs a decomposition of the space Vs into a direct sum of orthogonal subspaces
[3, 4]. More detail on mathematical definition of MRA can be found on Appendix D.
For orthogonal the decomposition
Vj+i=Vj®Wj v^v^w, F2=ro©r0©^ L2 =V,®W,®WX
Forbi-orthogonal the decomposition
Vj+i=Wj®Vj Vj^spanfa*} Wj =sp<m{¥jJ] Vj =span{^k)
Wj=span{y/jj)
Figure 3 : MRA space andsubspace[3,4]
Requirement for Multi Resolution Analysis: [4]
a. Nestedness aV2(zVlczV0czV_la V_2
b) Density^ ={0},and U/eZKA =L2(R)
c)Scaling f(x) € Vj <^> f{x -k)eV0 for all integer k
d) Orthonormal Basis 3$ e F0 such that {#(x-k)}k^z constitute basis for V0
e) {^(x-k)} is ariesz basis
2.4 One dimensional Discreet Wavelet Transforms (orthogonal)
Discreet wavelet transform are constructed by cascading two channel filter bank with
analysis filter and synthesis filter as shown in figure 4. The filter bank image is taken
from MATLAB wavelet toolbox. The decomposition is performed by analysis filter
and reconstruction is performed by synthesis filter. Analysis filters simply the time
reversal of synthesis filters for orthogonal [1],
X







Figure 4 : 1-D Orthogonal DWT filter bank
Y
2.5 One dimensional Discreet Wavelet Transforms (Bi-orthogonal)
Discreet wavelet transform are constructed by cascading twochannel filter bankwith
analysis filter and synthesis filter as shown in figure 5. The image of bi-orthogonal
filter bank is taken from MATLAB wavelet toolbox. The decomposition isperformed
by analysis filter and reconstruction is performed by synthesis filter. Analysis filters
simply inverse of synthesis filters forbi-orthogonal [1].
X









Figure5 : 1-DBi-orthogonal DWT filter bank
Y
2.6 Perfect reconstruction condition for wavelet Filter Bank
i) Condition for Biorthogonal
No distortion h(-z)h(z)+-g(-z)g(z) - 2z~d
No aliasing h(-z)h(z) + ~g(~-z)g(-z) = 0
ii) Condition for Orthogonal
Nodistortion h(z~i)h(z) +g(z~l)g(z) = 2z~D
No aliasing h(z)h(z"l) +g(z~l)g(z) = 0
2.7 Two dimensional Discreet WaveletTransforms (Orthogonal)
Wavelet basis decompose image using low pass filter (scaling wavelet) and high pass
filter (dilation wavelet). Wavelet basis decompose I2 (fl2) space into several sub
space. L2{R2) space is created from the tensor product of scaling function <p and
wavelet functiony. Decomposition process is the product of scaling function q> and
wavelet function^. For orthogonal decomposition, the image will be decomposed
into 4 sub bands called Approximation Coefficients (LL), Vertical coefficients (HL),
Horizontal Coefficients (LH) and Diagonal Coefficients (HH). Similarly, orthogonal
decomposition can be written as:
LH^l(x,y) =<p(x)y(y), HL= W2(x,y) =\f/(x)q>iy) and
HH=y/3(x3y) =it,(x)fs(y) (1)
For bi-orthogonal decomposition, the difference is the scaling function and wavelet
function has dual pair namelyq>,y/,<p and xjf . Similarly the dual wavelets for a bi
orthogonal decomposition can be written as:
LH = ft*(x,y) =${x)ij/{y), HL =fi2(x,y)=ip(x)p(y) and
HH = fi3(x,y) - y/{xyj/{y) (2)
For bi-orthogonal 2-D DWT , the image is decomposed using scaling and wavelet
function same way as 1-D DWT. 2-D DWT filter bank can simply constructed by
cascading to channel filter bank consist of analysis filter, synthesis filter, down
sampling and up sampling operation.
The structure of the filter bank is simply cascading two series of one dimensional
filter bank to each other and down sampling by factor of two or up sampling after
each filter as figure 6. For decomposition, analysis filter will be followed by down
sampling by a factor of 2. For reconstruction, the synthesis filter is followed by up
sampling by a factor of two.
After transformation using 2 channel filter bank, the image then decomposed into 4
sub bank as before. LL, HL, LH and HH will results as the result of the images
passed through filter bank .The image of 2-D DWT filter bank is taken from
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Figure 7 : 2-D Orthogonal Synthesis filter level 1
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After the decomposition, the image f(x, y) is decomposed into 4 sub bands called
approximation coefficients,, vertical detail </*, horizontal detail^/J, and a diagonal
detaildf. The approximation and detail can bewritten asbelow:
Oj(*»y) ={/(x,y)»+j(xty(y) ) <**(*»y) ={/(*>y)»Wj(*)«*,(y))
<!};(x,y) ={f(x,y)Ji(x)ysJ{y)} df{xiy)^{f{x,y\yfj(x)¥j{y))
The image f(x, y) becomes half oforiginal size after the down sampling operation as
shown in figure 8. The image is taken from Wavelet and Signal Processing Course
Lecture Note from University of Tehran. One is low-pass filtered in the x-direction
and high-pass filtered in the y directionyrl{x9y)= pfrVM' Ora ls low-pass filtered
in the y direction and high-pass filtered in the x direction if2(x,y) =y/(x)<p(y) .
Finally, one is high-pass filtered in both x and y directionsy/*(x,y) =y/(x)if/{y).
Figure 8 shows us 4 orientations including approximation (LL), horizontal (LH),











1. Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR) measures are estimates of the quality of a
reconstructed image compared with the original image.
V£NK = 101og10 db (4)
2. Mean square error (MSE) is the cumulative squared error between original and
compressed image. Lower value of MSE means lesser error, and these values give
higher peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR).
3. Peaksignal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) is another qualitative measure basedon the root-










Quantization is the process of converting some values of discreet set of grey level to
an integer between 0 and 255 for 8-bit images. 0 is black and 255 is white. The
quantization process is done by the analog to digital converter. 8-bit quantization has
255 levels. A quantizer with m bits defines M = 2m levels [6].
Most quantizer use 8-bit having m=8. So the image will have 256 different gray
levels. 6- Bits is often sufficient for human visual system. 50 levels of quantization
are satisfactory for human to view images because human eye-brain is limited to
brightness resolution ofan image.
The step size b can also be called resolution. It can be defined as the different in
brightness between adjacent gray levels. In uniform quantization, the step size of
quantized levels is fixed.
f -ft, J max J mm fo\b-^zr (8)
Where /max and fmin are the minimum and maximum of pixel values and m is the
number ofquantizer bits. [6]
Image can be quantized using equation below
/gM=g{/[*'^ ~/mto} (9)
where Q{ } represents the nonlinear truncation or rounding operation. The form Q
determines the locationofthe decisionlevel [6].
Quantized image are then reconstructed by assigning all the pixel values to its
corresponding decision levels. Factor b/2 are added for reconstruction levels.
my]=\fAx,ylE™:~Emin l+^u, +~ (10)9
v 2"'-l 2
Usually the reconstruct values are not equal to original value, E[x,y] * E [x, y] due
to the quantization. Theerrorresults are calledquantization error [6].
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2.10 Information Theory
Data compression is the process of reducing the amount of data to represent the
information. The compression simply removes the redundancy information. The
information content ofdata is determined by its Entropy [6, 7].
H(x)= -\og2p(x) (11)
where x is the symbol and p(x) is its probability. Entropy will decrease when
probability increase. Higher the probability, lower the entropy thus the shorter
codeword should be assigned to the symbol. The entropy H{x) gives the number of
bits requiredto code the symbol in an average.
An image is the discreet set of probabilities. Probabilities can be found from
histogram counts of grey levels ofan image. Shannon has derive entropy equation
which can be usedto determine the quantity of information [6,7].
^(/) =-IpW-log2p(x) (12)
*=i
where k is the number of symbols in the alphabet. Entropy is measured in bits per
pixel/symbols.
The redundancy R can be defined as the ratio ofnon-redundant data to the total data:
R=x_nonredundant data Qr R{f) =l_H(fl (13)
total data I v '
where H (f) is theentropy of image f and Imax is thenumber ofquantization bits.
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2.11 Image Entropy
To estimate the information content or entropy of an image, the source model based
on the relative frequency of occurrences of grey levels is constructed. Image entropy
H (f) can be calculated using Shannon entropy equation [8]:
H(f)=-£p(x)•log2 p(x) where p (x)
*=i MN
where h(k) is the frequency of grey level and M and N is image size. Suppose we
have 8X4 image as below and we need to find the entropy.
Table 3 : 8X4 image with corresponding Gray level
21 21 21 95 169 243 243 243
21 21 21 95 169 243 243 243
21 21 21 95 169 243 243 243
21 21 21 95 169 243 243 243
Table 4 : Frequency and probability ofgray level 8X4 image





The entropy of the image then calculated using equation below
#[/]=-i>«iog2Jp(*)
(=0
„r« 12. 12 4. 4 4, 4 12, 12 , ot ,, , . ,
H\f\ = *°82 *°g2 *°g2 log?— =1.81 bits pixel32 6232, 32 232 32 232 32 232 F
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2.12 Run-length encoding
Run length encodinginserts a special token each time a chain of more than two equal
input tokens are found. This special input advises the decoder to insert the following
token n times into his output stream. For example, consider the sequence of 3-bit
data: 77726666622555555555
The encoded RLE image would be: 7321652259
where the first digit in the encoded image is the gray value ofthe first pixel, the
second digit is the number ofoccurrences. The sequence is reduced from 20 digits to
10 digits.
2.13 Huffman Code
A procedure for obtaining a code from the histogram was specified by David A.
Huffman in 1951. The most common gray levels are assigned to a code word that
requires few bits to transmit, while levels which occur infrequently are encoded with
many bits. To derive the Huffman code, arrange the occupied levels in descending
order of probability. One bit is used to distinguish the least likely pair of levels. The
binary digit 1 is assigned to the more probable level and 0 to the less probable. The
schematic of the entire sequence is shown in the figure 9. Image is taken from Basic















G = 10100 B —1011 E= 11
F-10101 C = 100 D = 0
Figure 9 : Calculation ofHuffman code for 3-bit image [6].
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2.14 Arithmetic Coding
In arithmetic coding, a message is represented by an interval of real numbers between
0 and 1. As the message becomes longer, the interval needed to represent it becomes
smaller and the number ofbits needed to specify that interval grows. Before anything
is transmitted, the range for the message is the entire interval [0,1), denoting the half-
open interval 0 < x < 1. As each symbol is processed, the range is narrowed to that





Figure 10 : Representation of interval scale upofArithmetic coding
More detail explanations about entropy coding onrunlength encoding, Huffman code
and arithmetic coding can be found in appendix E.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY / PROJECT WORK
3.1 Methodology







Figure 11 : Methodology
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1. Literature Review
• Image Processing -Study digital image processing concept such as image
sampling, image quantization and image representation in MATLAB. Learn
to manipulate image in MATLAB.
• Wavelet - conduct research and learn the wavelet theory in image
compression, multi resolution analysis, properties of wavelet basis,
mathematical background on wavelets, wavelet filter bank, 1-D DWT, 2-D
DWT and orthogonal/bi-orthogonal wavelets families.
• Image Compression - study basic of data compression such as information
theory, entropy, Run length coding, Huffman coding, Arithmetic coding and
scalar quantization.
2. Programming/coding
Choose wavelet basis - Select either orthogonal basisor biorthogonal basis to
use in the coding.
• Implement 2-D DWT filter using MATLAB.
• Perform the decomposition of image using Analysis filter
• Quantizing the waveletcoefficient using ScalarQuantization
• Perform the reconstruction usingthe Synthesis Filter.
• Learn MATLAB by referring Image Processing Toolbox and Wavelet
Toolbox user guide.
3. Simulate Coding
• Compile the program
• Check error
4. Troubleshooting
• Eliminateerror in the program
• Recompile the program or makenewprogram
19
5. Data Gathering
• Collect Mean Square error, Signal To Noise Ratio, Peak Signal To Noise
Ratio and Compression Ratio
6. Data Analysis
• Compare with each type of wavelet family using MSE, SNR, PSNR and CR.
The calculation is done by MATLAB.
7. Results and Discussion
Compare the performance of the image compression using wavelet on
differenttype ofwavelet family
Manipulate dataanduse Microsoft Excelto obtaingraph
20
3.2 MATLAB Implementation Methodology
3.2.1 Two Dimensional Discrete Wavelets Transform
Actually, the process to use in implementing the wavelet compression is by using to
































Figure 12 : 2-D DWT filter banks (analysis and reconstruction)
The step involve in implementing 2-D DWT are as follows:
1. Loading the RGB Image (Lena_std.tif)
2. Convert RGB image to gray scale
3. Finding the filter coefficient for the filter bank using wfilters function
4. Perform decomposition on the y - row
• by convolving low pass filter with image
• by convolving high pass filter with image
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5. Down sample along the y direction
• downsample the value ofconvolution of low pass
• downsample the value ofconvolution ofhigh pass
6. After down sample, perform convolution again
• by convolving second low pass filter with down sampled value of low pass
• by convolving with second high pass filter with down sampled value of
low pass
• by convolving second low pass filter with down sampled value of high
pass
• by convolving with second high pass filter with down sampled value of
high pass
7. Down sample for second time along x - column
• downsample the value ofconvolution ofsecond low pass - low pass
• downsample the value ofconvolution of second high pass - low pass
• downsample the value ofconvolution ofsecond low pass - high pass
• downsample the value ofconvolution ofsecond high pass - high pass
8. Arrange the decomposition coefficient in matrix.
9. Quantizing the wavelet decomposition matrix
• parameters (step size 64/uniform quantizer)
10. Now the reconstruction Part
11. Finding the reconstruction filter coefficients
12. Upsample the coefficient of second time along x - column
• upsample the downsample value of convolution of second low pass - low
pass
• upsample the downsample value of convolution of second high pass - low
pass
• upsample the downsample value of convolution of second low pass - high
pass
• upsample the downsample value of convolution of second high pass - high
pass
22
13. After upsample, perform convolution
• by convolving second low pass filter with up sampled value of low pass
• by convolving with second high pass filter with up sampled value of low
pass
• by convolving second low pass filter with up sampled value ofhigh pass
• by convolving with second high pass filter with up sampled value of high
pass
14. Sum the results of convolution of the
• up sampled value of low pass + up sampled value of low pass
• up sampled value ofhigh pass + up sampled value ofhigh pass
15. Up sample the value of summation along y - column
• summation of the up sampled value of low pass + up sampled value of
low pass
• summation of the up sampled value of high pass + up sampled value of
high pass
16. After up sample, perform convolution
• by convolving lowpass filterwithvalueof upsample of summation
• by convolving highpass filterwithvalueofupsample of summation
17. Sum the results ofconvolution of the
• up sampled value of low pass
• up sampled value ofhigh pass


















Figure 13 : Block Diagram ofJPEG 2000
Before starting MATLAB programming, the properties of each type of wavelet
family need to be studied. The properties required to study as it gives impact an
image quality. These are two types of basis are orthogonal and biorthogonal. The
simulation was done by according to the JPEG-2000 architecture. First the image
needed to convert into grey scale first. Then the grey image is applied to forward
discreet wavelet transform. If decomposition level one was chosen, the image will be
divided into 4 sub band of frequency. The decomposition coefficients were then
quantized to difference decision level according to how many bits the quantizer used.
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4.2 Wavelet Basis Properties
The first step in wavelet transform is to choose appropriate wavelet basis. Currently,
Haar wavelet family, Daubachies wavelet family, Coiflet wavelet family, Symlet
wavelet family and Biorthogonal Spline wavelets family are chosen in implementing
wavelet transform. The choice of which type of basis to use is depends on several
properties of basis. The wavelet basis and scaling wavelet basis properties are studied
first. The primary concern is to choose the wavelet basis.
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Figure 14 : Wavelet Families [1]
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Beloware the summaryofcommonproperties of wavelets and scaling.
1. Orthogonal - refers to MRA basis properties. Inverse transform get back the
coefficient g, =(/(*),y(x)) =\f{x)y/(x)dx [4]
2. Vanishing moment - refers to number of region which the integral of the
region is zero. The basis is said to has p vanishing moment if
\fky/(x)dx =0for 0£k<p. Haar has one vanishing moment and DM has 4
vanishing moment [4].
3. Filter Length - refers to the length ofbasis length[4]
4. Compact support - refers to the region which the function is nonzero. The











Haar Yes, both 1 2 Yes 1
Coif2 Yes, both 4 12 Yes 11
Coif4 Yes, both 8 24 Yes 23
Db5 Yes, both 5 10 Yes 9
DblO Yes, both 10 20 Yes 19
Sym4 Yes, both 4 8 Yes 7
Sym7 Yes, both 7 14 Yes 13
Table 5 : WaveletPropertiesUsed[l]
4.3 Filter Bank Structure
The second step is choosing filter bank structures. There are many types of filter
structure such as separable, multi level and packet structures. Wavelet packet filter
bank structure is chosenfor implementation in MATLAB.
Choosing filter bank structure is required for implementing discreet wavelet
transform. The filter bank consists of analysis filter and synthesis filter. For the
orthogonal reconstruction, the synthesis filter is simply time reversal of the analysis
side.
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4.4 Selecting Decomposition Level
Selecting decomposition level is also important before starting the programming.
Decomposition and reconstruction until level 4 are chosen. At the moment only level
one is completed.
Actually two dimensional wavelet transform is formed by applying one-
dimensional transforms in both the horizontal and vertical directions on the image.
The image is decomposed into a set of low pass samples and a set of high-pass
samples. Assumewe have 4X4 matrix image. The pixel valuesare arrangedas below.
A B C D 1 2 3 4
E F G H 5 6 7 8
I J K L 9 10 11 12
M N 0 P 13 14 15 16
Figure 15 : 4X4 image
We begin by applying one dimensional discreet wavelet transform on both row and
column of the image. First of all, the image will be divided into two parts as figure
16. These two parts perform on row of the image. The left side is lowpass filter and
the right side is high pass filter. On the low pass side we apply sum operation onthe
values between adjacent pixels. While for thehigh pass side we apply the difference
between adjacent pixel values.
A + B C+D A-B C-D
I 1 E+F G+H E-F G-H
1 ^ I-KF K+L I-J K-L
_M+N O+P M-N O-P
"1 + 2 3+4 1-2 3-4
• *
5+6 7+8 5-6 7-8
1 " 9+10 11+12 9-10 11-12
13+14 15+16 13-14 15-16
Figure 16 : Row operation
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After row operation finish, the image then divides once again. This time we apply
column operation on the image. The above part of the column of image is low pass
side and below part of column is high pass side. We then do sum operation on low
pass part and then apply the difference on high pass side again.
V2
J_
(A+B)+(E+F) (C+D>f(E+H) (A-B)+(E-F) (C-D)+(G-H)
(I+J>KM+N) (K+L)+(O^P) (I-J)+(M-N) (K-L)+(0-P)
(A+B)-(E+F) (C+DHG+H) (A-B)-(E-F) (C-D)-(G+H)
(I + J)-(M+N) (K+L)-(0+P) (I-J)-(M-N) (K-L)-(O-P)
(l+2)+(5+6) (3+4)+(7+8) (1-2M5-6) (3-4)+(7-8)
(9+10)+(13+14) (11+12)+(15+16) (9-10)+(13~14) (15-16)+(11-12)
(1+ 2)-(5+ 6) (3+4)-(7+8) (l-2)-(5-6) (3-4)-(7+8)
(9+10)-(13+14) (11+12H15+16) (9-i0)-(13-14) (11-12)-(15-16)
As results of the sum and difference, the image then transformed into 4 sub band
frequency as results of filtering. Analysis filter used to decompose image into its
approximation coefficient (LL), vertical detail (LH), horizontal detail (HL) and
diagonal detail (HH).
14 22 -2 -2
1 46 54 -2 -2
2 -8 -8 0 0
-8 -8 0 0
"7 11 -1 -f
23 27 -1 -1
-4 -4 0 0
-4 -4 0 0
Figure 17 : Column operation
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4.5 Selecting Quantization Method
Theresulting coefficients of the forward wavelet transform are quantized using scalar
quantization. Real JPEG-2000 architecture use vector quantization. In JPEG2000,
vector quantization is used due to its performance better compared to scalar
quantizer. Vector quantization quantizes value by array while scalar quantizer
quantizes individual value.
In implementing the scalar quantization in MATLAB, Uniform Quantization is
chosen in quantizing the wavelet transform coefficient. In the programming, scalar
quantization is choosingin quantizingthe wavelet coefficients. Uniform quantization
is selected because it is simpler to implement in MATLAB programming.
The uniform quantizer is chosen due to it is easier to understand. Before doing the
quantization, the concept of image quantization such as step size, reproduction level,
and dynamic range are studied and revisited.
4.5.1 Uniform Quantization Calculations
Let tn g {0,1,....256} denotes the sequence ofthreshold (n=0,l, P-l)
Consider the Phalfopen discrete intervals Rn ~[t„,tn+l) (tQ tp =256)





2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Figure 18 : Illustration of 6-bit uniform quantization with 64
levels
Reproduction level canbe calculated using equation rn = wA + A/ 2
Step size ofuniformquantizeris fixed. Delta can be calculatedusing A= 2561P
For example, we want to calculate reproduction level for n = 0,1 and 2. By using
equationrn = wA + A/ 2, we get rn =2,6 and 14
r0=0(4) + 4/2 = 2
r1=l(4) + 4/2 = 6
r2=2(4) + 4/2 = 10r3-3(4) + 4/2 = 14
So, uniformquantization is simplyQ (A) = deIta*floor (A/delta)+delta/2
For example, to quantize pixel value 7, Q (7) = 4*floor (7/4) +4/2 =10
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4.5.2 Quantization Comparison
Below are the comparisonbetweenun-quantized imageand quantized image using 6-
bit quantizer. The image pixel of quantized image is reduced after the quantization.
By human vision the image is the same. To see clearer the pixel reduce we can see
the histogram of the image. From figure 19 and figure 20 it is clear that histogramof
original image is having more grey levels compared to histogram of the quantized
image. This is because many of the pixel value are truncated or rounded to 64 levels
corresponding reproduction levels.
--i.i\ f histogram count bar
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Entropy Hcan be calculated using equation H=-^p(x) •log2 p(x) .
x=l
To find the probabilities, first we need to get the quantity of grey level form image
histogram. The probabilities can be obtained by dividing the frequency of grey level
to the total array of 512x512 images as shown in Table 5. For example, we select 5
pixel values and list down its frequency/count in the table 6. The count value is




100 20O 250 300
Figure 21 : Histogram ofOriginal Barbara Image
Table 6 : Gray Level Frequency table
counts Grey Level Probability(x) Log2 p(x)
2057 34 2057/(512*512)= 0.0078 -7.0023
1968 35 1968/(512*512)= 0.0075 -7.0589
1907 36 1907/(512*512)= 0.0073 -7.0979
1981 37 1981/(512*512)= 0.0076 -7.0398
1797 38 1797/(512*512)= 0.0069 -7.1792
Lastly, substitute the values into the formula and sum all the entropy.





4.7.1 Comparing Between Same Families
From the MATLAB experiment, the MSE and PSNR are obtained after the wavelet
transformation and quantization. A comparison between the results on 9 different
images shows that the results obtained are quite similar and close to each others. In




At level 1 decomposition, for Coiflet families, the effect on the images performance
is the same for all images. MSE ofCoiflet families tend to increase when filter length
increase and higher order used. The higher order Coiflet filter used the greater error.
Coif4 has the least MSE compared to Coif5 and Coif30. For level 1, MSE of Coiflet
wavelet can be described by graph in Appendix F by referring to figure 30 and figure
31.
At level 2 decomposition, for Coiflet families, the effect goes different way. MSE of
Coiflet families tend to decrease when filter length increase and higher order used.
The same trend goes to F16 at 2nd level decomposition. Now, the MSE of Coiflet
families tend to decrease when filter length increase and higher order used. For level
2, MSE of Coiflet wavelet can be described by graph in Appendix F by referring to
figure 32 and figure 33.
ii) Symlet Wavelets
At level 1 decomposition, for the Lena image, Symlet filter that having the lowest
order or least filter length resulting in the least MSE values. MSE of Symlet families
tend to increase when higher filter length used.Symlet20 having the greatest MSE
compared other Symlet filter of its families. For level 1, MSE of Symlet wavelet can
be described by graph in Appendix F by referringto figure 34 and figure 35.
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At level 2 decomposition, for the Lena image, different things happen. Symlet filter
that having the greatest order or longest filter length resulting in the least MSE
values. MSE of Symlet families tend to decrease when higher filter length
used.Symlet20 having the least MSE compared other Symlet filter of its families. For
level 2, MSE of Symlet wavelet can be described by graph in Appendix F by
referring to figure 36 and figure 37.
For Boat image, Symlet filter that having the highest order or greatest filter length
resulting in the least MSE values. MSE of Symlet families tend to decrease when
higher filter length used.Symlet20 having the least MSE compared other Symlet filter
of its families.
in) Daubachies Wavelets
For Lena image, Daubachies results are quite the same as other orthogonal wavelet
families. The MSE of the Daubachies families tend to increase when higher filter
length used and higher order used. Daub 20 having the largest MSE compared to
Daub4.
For GoldhiU, at first level decomposition, different things occur. The MSE of the
Daubachies families tend to decrease when higher filter length used andhigher order
used. Daub 20 having the least MSE compared to Daub4. For first level
decomposition, MSE of Daubachies wavelet can be described by graph in Appendix
F by referring to figure 38 and figure 39.
For GoldhiU, at second level decomposition, same thing goes. The MSE of
Daubachies decreases with increase in filter length. For second level decomposition,
MSE of Daubachies wavelet canbe described by graph in Appendix F by referring to
figure 40 and figure 41.
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4.7.3 Bi-orthogonal-Spline Wavelets
Bi-orthogonal-Spline wavelet exhibits the same trend for all test images used. As
filter length and filter order increase the MSE values tend to reduced. Biorthogonal
Spline 6.8 having lower MSE compared to Biorthogonal Spline 3.5. For level 1, MSE
of Bi-orthogonal-Spline wavelet can be described by graph in Appendix F by
referring to figure 42 and figure 43. For level 2, MSE of Bi-orthogonal-Spline
wavelet can be described by graph in Appendix F by referring to figure 44 and figure
45.
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4.7.4 Comparing Between Different Wavelets Families
As the values of MSE and PSNR results obtain from all 9 testing images used are
close to each other and quite similar, the comparison will choose the image that
having the minimum/ least MSE values and maximum/greatest MSE values. The
image that has smallest MSEis Baboon. While the imagethathavingthe largest MSE
isF16.
For Orthogonal families, the MSE results shows most of the wavelet filter families
will exhibits higher MSEwhenthe higherorder filterare used. However, someof the
images show that when the higher filter order or the higher filter length used the MSE
will decrease.
For Bi-orthogonal Families, the trend is fixed. When the order ofthe filter increase or
the length of filter increase, the MSE will reduce and the PSNR will increase.
For clear depiction of the data comparison, first consider the Baboon image that
having the lowest MSE and PSNR among all 9 images. From the table below, we can
conclude that Daubachies is the best filter to choose as it gives the lowest MSE.
For clear understanding, graph of MSE for all filters can be found in Appendix F. For
level 1 MSE, we can refer to figure 46 and figure 47. For level 2 MSE, we can refer
to figure 48 and figure 49.
Table 7: Baboon MSE level 1




Bi orthogonal Spline 368.9388-486.0851 22.4613-21.2637
Entropy_Original - 7.3579 Entropy_compressed = 1.0666
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Table 8: Baboon MSE level 2




Bi orthogonal Spline 503.3479-588.0076 21.1121-20.4370
Secondly, consider the F16 image that having the largest MSE among all the 9 testing
images. From the table below, we can conclude that Daubachies is the best filter to
choose as it give the highest PSNR and the least MSE.
Table 9: F16 MSE level 1




Bi orthogonal Spline 446.8476-598.6834 20.3588-21.6879
Table 10: F16 MSE level 2
Wavelet Families MSE Range PSNR Range
Coiflet 588.3153-592.6305 20.4347 - 20.4030
Daubachies 579.4243-587.7575 20.5008 - 20.4388
Symlet 587.5570-607.9090 20.4403 - 20.2924
Bi orthogonal Spline 586.7354-698.1819 20.4464-19.6911
Entropy Original = 6.7025 Entropy compressed = 0.8281
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From both results obtain, we can make conclusion that for High Frequency Image,
the suitablefilter to use is the filter having the longest filter length as it gives smallest
MSE. For Low Frequency Image, the suitable filter to use is the filter having the
shortest length or lower order as it will give smallest MSE.
After comparison, the imagesnow classifiedaccordingto which suitable filter to use.
The corresponding filters are match to images as summarized as table 10 below.
Table 11 : Suitable filter with its image to use
Level 1 Level 2




















































In figure 22, original image is decomposed into 4 sub band comprisedofLL, HL, LH
and HH. The size of the image is reduced to half. Original size is 512x512 and the
size of the imageafter decomposition is 256x256. Figure 23 showsthe approximation
coefficient (LL).
1st level decomposition
50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500
Figure 22 : Level 1 decomposition
A1 compress
Figure 23 : Approximation Coefficients Level 1
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Fromthe histogram we can knowthe frequency of the grey levels. Fromboth picture
of figure 24 and figure 25, we can notice that the histogram shows that the number of
grey level of original are more than the compressed one. The things happen due to
many ofthe pixel valuesare round off to 8 differentdecisions levels.
In figure 26, although the number of grey level of the reconstruct image is more than
the compress image, the value is still less than the original image. The quantization is
irreversible process because the images after compression are reduced in the quantity
of information.
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Figure 25 : Histogram ofthe compressed image
histogram count reconstnjcted
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As a conclusion overall objective is fully achieved. The main objective to make
simulation on wavelet transform had been achieved. Currently, the simulation had
covers 2/3 parts ofJPEG-2000 architecture.
The two parts that had been complete was wavelet transform and quantization of the
wavelet coefficients. The third part Entropy coding was not being implemented due
to difficulties and time constraint. First part is the wavelet transform. The simulation
for wavelet transform is fully completed. The simulation can now support various
wavelet filter families such as Haar wavelet families, Coiflet wavelet families, Symlet
wavelets families, Daubachies families andBiorthogonal Spline wavelets families.
Second part of programming is quantization parts. The simulation only implements
uniform quantization. Currently, the prograrnming on quantizing the wavelet
decomposition coefficient was fully complete. Third part is entropy coding. No
simulation was done. Only literature review was done. Many areas were covered
including Run length Coding, Huffman Coding and Arithmetic Coding.
After the simulation complete, performance measurement can be made. At the
moment, comparison has successfully made due to allthereconstructed value having
some MSE due to quantization. As wavelet transform is using perfect reconstruction
filters the MSE can only obtain after the quantization. 4-bit quantizer were chosen in
quantizing the image.
In this paper, the performance comparisons made are evaluated according to quality
of image after the wavelet compression. The performance is compared by analyzing
MSE and PSNR results ofdifferent images after thecompression.
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The purpose ofthe project is to analyze and examine the effectof difference wavelet
functions, filter order, filter length, decomposition level and image content and
quantizer type in compressing image. After some comparison, we have seenthat it is
not easyto selectthe mostsuitable filterto use in compressing the image.
From the results obtain, we can conclude that quality of the compressed image
depend on many factor. First conclusion is effect of decomposition level on quality
after compression. As we moved on larger decomposition, quality will decrease.
Values of MSE increase when decomposition level increases.
If we analyze effect of filter order or filter length, we see that higher filter order or
higher filter length does not imply better image quality. From the experiment, most of
the images indicate that lower order or shorter filter length will give higher
performance.
We also can make conclusion that effect of wavelet filter depend on the properties of
the images itself. For High Frequency Image, the suitable filter to use is the filter
having the longest filter length as it gives smallest MSE. For Low Frequency Image,
the suitable filter to use is the filter having the shortest length or lowerorder as it will
give smallest MSE.
For all test images, the result showsthat the most outstanding waveletsfilter family is
Daubachies wavelet family. Daubachies wavelet family is proven having the lowest
MSE comparedto other wavelet families used in this paper. Hence, the best filter to
use in wavelet image compression is Daubachies because it has the best performance
among all filter that have been used in the simulation. Hopefully in the future, the
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2-D DWT MATLAB CODE




image = menu('Choose ar=
image',* Lena','Baboon','goldhill', 'tiffany•,..
'peppers','boat','F16','Barbara','house');
if image == 1
I_color = imread('Lena_std.tif');
X =rgb2gray(I_color);
elseif image == 2
X = imread('Baboon.tif');
elseif image == 3
X = imreadCgoldhill.tif'} ;
elseif image == 4
I_color = imread('tiffany.tiff);
X =rgb2gray(I_color);
elseif image == 5
I_color = imread('peppers.tiff);
X =rgb2gray(I_color);
elseif image == 6
X = imreadCboat.tif') ;
elseif image == 7
I_color = imread(*F16.tiff') ;
X =rgb2gray(I_color);
elseif image == 8
X = imread('Barbara.tif');





% finding filter coefficients
wname = menu('Choose a ilter*,'Haar','Coif4','Coif5','db5','db7',
'syrr^', 'sym8','Bior35\ 'Bior68\ *CDF97\ 'coif30','haar2','daub4',
'daublO',»daub20*,'syml6','sym20','bior97')
if wname == 0
disp{'error')






elseif wname == 2
wname = 'coif4';
[lo_dec,hi_dec,lo_rec,hi_rec] = wfilters(wname);
elseif wname == 3
wname = 'coif5';
[lo_dec,hi_dec,lomrec,hi_rec] = wfilters(wname);
elseif wname == 4
wname = *db5';
[lo dec,hi dec,lo rec,hi rec] = wfilters(wname)
elseif wname == 5
wname = 'db7';
[lo_dec,hi__dec,lo_rec,hi_rec] = wfilters(wname);
elseif wname == 6
wname = 'sym4 ';
[lo_dec,hi dec,lo rec,hi rec] = wfilters(wname);
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elseif wname == 7
wname = 'sym8';
[lo dec,hi dec,lo rec,hi rec] = wfilters(wname);
elseif wname == 8
wname = 'Bior3.5';
[lo_dec,hi_dec,lo_rec,hi_rec] = wfilters(wname);
elseif wname —— 9
wname = 'Bior6.8';
[lo dec,hi dec,lo rec,hi rec] = wfilters(wname);

















































































































































































elseif wname == 12
wname = 'haar2';
lo_dec => [0.7071 0.7071];
hi_dec = [0.7071 -0.7071]
lo_rec = [ 0.7071 0.7071]
hi rec = [ -0.7071 0.7071]
elseif wname == 13
wname = 'daub4';
hi_dec = [ -0.48296 0.83652 -0.22414 -0.12941]
lo_dec = [ -0.12941 0.22414 0.83652 0.48296 ]
hi_rec = [ -0.12941 -0.22414 0.83652 -0.48296]
lo_rec = [ 0.48296 0.83652 0.22414 -0.12941]
elseif wname == 14
wname = 'daublO';


















































































































































































































































































































elseif wname == 18
wname = 'bior97';








































% choosing quantizer bit
numbit = menu('Choose quantizer
bit *,'one',* two','three','four *,'five',...
'six','seven','eight');
if numbit == 1
quantizerbit = 1;
elseif numbit == 2
quantizerbit =2;
elseif numbit == 3
quantizerbit ~ 3;
elseif numbit == 4
quantizerbit = 4;
elseif numbit == 5
quantizerbit = 5;
elseif numbit == 6
quantizerbit = 6;
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elseif numbit == 7
quantizerbit = 7;





% Decomposition Level 1-
% apply lo_dec and hi_dec on rows of image
row_lo = conv2(double(X),lo_dec(:)');
row_hi = conv2(double (X), hi__dec (:)');
% downsampling along y-axis
down_row_lo = dyaddown(row_lo,'c') ;
down_row_hi = dyaddown(row_hi,'c*);
% apply lo_dec and hi_dec on colums of image









decl = [Al VI; HI Dl];
%figure; imagesc(decl);colormap(gray);









% Decomposition Level 2-
% apply lo_dec and hi_dec on rows of image
row_lo2 = conv2(Al,lo_dec(:)');
row_hi2 = conv2(Al,hi_dec(:)');
% downsampling along y-axis
down_row_lo2 = dyaddown(row_lo2,'c') ;
down_row_hi2 = dyaddown(row_hi2,'c');
% apply lo_dec and hi_dec on columns of image
col_row_lo__lo2 = conv2(down_row_lo2,lo_dec(:)) ;
col_row_lo__hi2 = conv2(down_row_lo2,hi_dec(:));
col_row_hi_lo2 = conv2(down_row__hi2,lo_dec(:));
col_row_hi_hi2 = conv2(down_rowJii2,hi_dec{:)) ;
% downsampling along x-axis
A2 = dyaddown(col__row_lo_lo2,'r') ;
H2 = dyaddown(col_row_lo_hi2,'r');
V2 = dyaddown(col_row__hi_lo2, 'r*) ;
D2 = dyaddown (col_row_hi__hi2, 'r') ;
dec2 = [A2 V2; H2 D2];
%figure;












hi__pass_reconstruction = hi_rec (:) ;




up_row_D2 = dyadup(D2,0,'r *)
% apply lo_dec and hi_dec on columns of image
row_A2 = conv2(up__row_A2, lo_rec(:) );
row_H2 = conv2(up_row_H2,hi_rec(:));
row_lo2 = row_A2 + row_H2;
row_V2 = conv2(up_row_V2,lo_rec(:));
row_D2 - conv2(up_row_D2,hi_rec(:)) ;
row_hi2 = row_V2 + row_D2;
% upsampling along y-axis
up__row_lo2 = dyadup (row_lo2,0,'c') ;
up_row_hi2 = dyadup(row_hi2,0,'c');
% apply lo dec and hi dec on rows of image
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row_lo2 = conv2(up_row_lo2,lo_rec(:)');
row_hi2 = conv2 (up_row_hi2,hi_rec(:)');
A2_rec = row_lo2 + row_hi2;
A2_rec = wkeep (A2_rec,[size(Hl)]);
Rec_2 =» [A2_rec VI; HI Dl ];
%figure; imagesc(Rec_2) ,-colormap(gray); title('2nd level
reconstruction');




hi__pass_reconstruction = hi_rec (:) ;





% apply lo_dec and hi_dec on colums of image
row_Al = conv2(up_row_A2_rec,lo_rec (:));
row_Hl = conv2(up__row_Hl,hi_rec(:));
row__lol = row_Al + row_Hl;
row_Vl = conv2(up_row__Vl, lo_rec(:) ) ;
row_Dl = conv2(up_row_Dl,hi_rec(:)) ;
row__hil == row_Vl + row_Dl;
% upsampling along y-axis
up_row_lol = dyadup(row_lol,0,'c') ;
up_row_hil = dyadup(row_hi1,0,'c');




Al_rec = row_lol + row__hil;
Al rec = wkeep (Al rec,[size(X)]);











%figure; bar(x,countsl);title('histogram count original picture'
C = imread('semuacompressLev2.bmp');
[counts2,x2] = imhist(C);
%figure; bar(x2,counts2);title('histogram count compressed')
F = imread(* semuarecLev2.bmp');
[counts3,x3] = imhist(F);






























haar 3oif4 coif5 coif30 daub4 db5 db7 dauMO
608.5788 415.3291 415.5765 415.7742 412.8303 415.3723



















































































































































haar 30if4 coifS !coif30 daub4 jdb5
* 1
idb7 daublO
563.15591 577.2059 577 9052 574.6009 573 6643: 577 7693 577 8787 577 2316













































558.9036 549.9595 548.5709 546.266C 548.3186
576.0284 569.5649 571.4300 568.8501 570.8539
566.6266 561.6838 569.6015 566.7090 569.2991





















































The sub space V} is span ofenergy L2 . When scale and translate replace
x -» 2J'x - k .When j increase the subspace span increase. To perform reconstruction,
itis simply inverse ofdecomposition. The basis functions ^JJc (x)of Vx ,^ (t-x) and
wavelet basis ^(f-x)constitute an orthonormal basis for K0and W0 respectively and
V^V0®W0, where
VQ =scale function => </>{x) =]T hk v2(2jc - k) for keZ
JF0 =mother wavelet => y/-(x) =J] gA >/2(2x- k)
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The concept of such a code is quite simple. The most common gray levels are
assigned to a code word that requires few bits to transmit, while levels which occur
infrequently are encoded with many bits. The Huffman code assumes that the gray
values are selected at random from some known probability distribution. The entropy
of the Huffman-coded image always is within 1 bit per pixel of the information
content defined by Shannon. The Huffman code removes bits from the message by
discarding objective redundancy [6].
The Huffman code is best described by example. The pixels in an image with 8 gray
levelsare usuallydefined specifiedby a binary code that requires 3 bits per pixel. For
clarity, the gray levels will be indicated by alphabetic characters:









Consider a 3-bit 100-pixel image with levels distributed as in the following
histogram:
H [A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H] = [0,9,12,40,30,5,4,0]
The probability ofeach gray level therefore is:
p[A] = 0, p[B] = .09, p[C] = 12, p[D] = .40, p[E] = 0.30, p[F] = 0.05, p[G] -0 .04,
p[H]-0
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The sequence continues until all bits have been decoded [6]:
ioo|o|o|ii 11 1011 11 C 10101 10100 100
CDDEEBEDFGCDEC
o| 11 ji oo|
Arithmetic Coding
In arithmetic coding, a message is represented by an interval of real numbers between
0 and 1. As the message becomes longer, the interval needed' to represent it becomes
smaller, and the number of bits needed to specify mat interval grows. Successive
symbols ofthe message reduce the size ofthe interval in accordance with the symbol
probabilities generated by the model. The more likely symbols reduce the range by
less than the unlikely symbols and hence add fewer bits to the message. Before
anything is transmitted, the range for the message is the entire interval [0,1), denoting
the half-open interval0 < x < 1. As each symbol is processed, the range is narrowed to
that portion of it allocated to the symbol. For example, suppose the alphabet is a, e, i,
o, u,! and a fixed model is used with probabilities shown in Table 6 [9].
Table 14 : Probabilities table for arithmetic coding
Symbol Probability Range
a 0.2 [0,0.2 )
e 0.3 [0.2,0.5 )
i 0.1 [0.5,0.6 )
0 0.2 [0.6,0.8 )
u 0.1 [0.8,0.9 )
; 0.1 [0.9,1.0 )
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Imagine transmitting the messageeaii!. Initially, both encoderand decoderknow that
the range is [0, 1). After seeing the first symbol, e, the encoder narrows it to [0.2,
0.5). The range the model allocatesto this symbol. The second symbol, a, will narrow
this new range to the first one-fifth of it, since a has been allocated [0, 0.2). This
produces [0.2,0.26), since the previous range was 0.3 units long and one-fifthof that
is 0.06. The next symbol, i, is allocated [0.5, 0.6), range [0.23, 0.236). Proceeding in
this way, the encoded message builds up as follows [9]:
Initially [0,0.2 )





Figure 28 shows another representation of the encoding process. The vertical bars
with ticks represent the symbol probabilities stipulated by the model. After the first
symbol has been processed, the model is scaled into the range [0.2, 0.5), as shown
below.
^*?pS*fti--.,fMMflJi
Figure28 : The secondsymbol scales it again into the range [0.2,0.26)
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The second symbol scales it againinto the range[0.2,0.26). But the picture cannotbe
continuedin this way without a magnifying glass! Consequently, Figure 29 showsthe
ranges expanded to full height at every stage and marked with a scale that gives the
endpoints as numbers.
Suppose all the decoder knows about the message is the final range, [0.23354,
0.2336). It can immediately deduce that the first character was e, since the range lies
entirely within the space the model of Table 14 allocates for e. Now it can simulate
the operation ofthe encoder:
Initially [0,1]
After seeing e [0.2,0.5]
This makes it clear that the second character is a, since this will produce the range
After seeing a [0.2,0.26), which entirely encloses the given range [0.23354,0.2336).




Figure 29 : Representation of interval scaleup of Arithmetic coding
For example, we transmit eaii!
i) After seeing e, range = 0.3 from interval [0.2,0.5)
ii) After seeing a
Range = previousHigh-previousLow
Newlowinterval - prevLow+range*(currentLow)=0.2-H).3(0) =0.2
Newhighinterval= prevLow+range*(currentHigh)=0.2+0.3(0.2)=0.26
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Figure 31 : F16 Coiflet MSE level 1
LENA MSE

































Figure 34 : Lena Symlet MSE level 1





Figure36 : Lena SymletMSE level 2




























Figure 39 : GoldhiU Daubachies MSE Level 1
Figure40 : Lena Daubachies MSE Level 2
































Figure 43 : Peppers Bior Spline MSE level 1
Lena MSE





















Figure 45 : Peppers Bior Spline MSE level 2
Baboon MSE
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Figure 50 : House Image
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Figure 52 : Boat Image





Figure 54 : Girl Image
Figure 55 : Peppers Image
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Figure 58 : Baboon Image
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